With the rapid growth of the Internet in recent years, the ability to analyze and identify its users has become increasingly important. Authorship analysis provides a means to glean information about the author of a document originating from the internet or elsewhere, including but not limited to the author's gender. There are well-known linguistic differences between the writing of men and women, and these differences can be effectively used to predict the gender of a document's author. Capitalizing on these linguistic nuances, this study uses a set of stylometric features and a set of word count features to facilitate automatic gender discrimination on emails from the popular Enron email dataset. These features are used in conjunction with the Modified Balanced Winnow Neural Network proposed by Carvalho and Cohen, an improvement on the original Balanced Winnow created by Littlestone. Experiments with the Modified Balanced Winnow show that it is effectively able to discriminate gender using both stylometric and word count features, with the word count features providing superior results.
Introduction
The Internet allows its users to more quickly and effectively share information than ever before. In recent times, the rapid growth of the Internet has been furthered by developments such as e-commerce, social networking, and Internet newsgroups [1] . These services are quickly bringing more users to the Internet, and as of 2010 the number of Internet users worldwide eclipsed two billion [2] .
With the Internet's rapid growth, it has increasingly been used for malicious and illegal activities. The Annual Report of the Internet Crime Complaint Center stated that there was a 33.1% increase in online crime in the year 2008 alone [1] . This Internet crime, exemplified by junk email, viruses, identity fraud, and child pornography, presents a complicated problem since Internet users are generally shrouded in anonymity [3] . The fact that many online resources do not require user identification necessitates the design of effective methods for finding cyber criminals.
Discovering criminal users can be facilitated by authorship analysis. Authorship analysis examines a document in order to determine general information about the author, such as his or her identity, gender, and era. The 18th century logician Augustus De Morgan was the first to suggest that an author could be identified by the characteristics of their writing [4] , and modern stylometry has descended from his ideas. Over a thousand stylometric features have been proposed to date, including word and character based features [1] . Machine learning techniques have proven invaluable to the field of authorship analysis, with statistical methods such as the Bayesian classifier [1] and principle component analysis [5] being applied to problems of author identification. Recently, more powerful algorithms such as the decision tree [6] and support vector machine [1] have also been used to facilitate effective authorship analysis.
Gender Identification
It is widely accepted that there are significant linguistic differences between men and women. Previous studies have analyzed the forms of these linguistic distinctions and their links to social roles [7] . Multiple linguistic features have been determined, such as character usage, writing syntax, functional words, and word frequency. Other features have been also been examined, such as those contained in the Media Research Center (MRC) Psycholinguistic database and the Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) software [8] . Some studies have also partitioned text into n-grams for analysis. N-grams are combinations of n words or characters used in sequence to capture the structure of an author's unique writing style [9] .
Many studies have come to similar conclusions regarding which of these features best distinguish male and female authors. It has been reported that women tend to use more emotionally charged language as well as more adjectives and adverbs, and apologize more frequently than men. On the other hand, men use more references to quantity and commit a greater number of grammatical errors [10, 11] . It has also been observed that genderspecific language is more prevalent in conversations consisting of only one gender when compared to pairs or groups of both genders [12] .
Using the various methods and features, researchers have automated prediction of an author's gender with accuracies ranging from 80% to 90% [1, 8] . The expected accuracy is often limited by the type of text being evaluated, with certain types of documents proving more difficult than others. For instance, business-related emails have less gender-preferential language than blogs, making business emails harder to classify than blogs and lowering the expected accuracy.
Data Stream Mining
Previous studies have primarily used batch learning methods in their research on gender identification. However, for some data sets, (especially those that are incredibly large or constantly growing) the batch technique is simply not practical. In these cases a stream algorithm may be used to evaluate the data in real time. The streaming paradigm utilizes the natural flow of data, as instances are analyzed and classified in real time as they are encountered [13] . This of course requires that the instances be evaluated at a pace equal to or greater than the rate at which they arrive [14] . Due to the restrictions on processing time, a single pass over the data using stream mining becomes more appropriate as data sets increase in size [13] . While making a single pass over data will often cause a decrease in accuracy, the ability of stream mining techniques to process exceedingly large datasets often makes this technique preferable to batchmining. Thus, we have chosen to use a stream-based learning algorithm to facilitate our research.
Materials

The Enron Corpus
The popular Enron email corpus [15] was used in this study. This dataset was first made public during the investigation of the Houston-based energy company's 2001 bankruptcy by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. Initial integrity issues in the dataset were overcome by Melinda Gervasio of SRI for the CALO (a Cognative Assistant that Learns and Organizes) project, and several emails from the dataset have been removed as per the requests of Enron employees [16] . The version of the dataset used in our study, provided by William Cohen of CMU, was last updated in April of 2011 [15] .
Email Parsing
To permit gender identification using a streaming algorithm, emails from users' sent folders ("sent", "sent_ items" and "_sent_mail") were extracted. Each user was annotated with respect to gender, and any emails extracted from their mail directory were assigned the appropriate gender annotation. Email header information and reply text was removed from each email, leaving behind only the body of each sent email with an associated time stamp and message id. This extraction process created a dataset containing 125,495 emails. Additionally, any duplicate emails were removed, and emails less than 50 words or greater than 1000 words in length were excluded from the dataset. The resulting dataset was then sorted according to message timestamps in order to create a dataset as representative as possible of a streaming environment. This extraction process resulted in a final dataset containing body text from 17,893 emails with associated gender labels further described in Table 1 .
Feature Extraction
To test our learning algorithm, two different sets of features were extracted from the parsed emails. The first set of features contained 436 stylometric features computed from the text of each email. These features were comprised of four types of stylometric features used in previous studies on gender identification [1] . The four extracted feature types included: character-based features, syntactic features, word-based features, and function words. A more detailed description of each of our features is included in Table 2 .
Of the four types of features used, character-based and syntactic features are the most straightforward. Character-based features such as the number of tabs, number of uppercase letters, etc. are among those most commonly used in authorship analysis [1] . Syntactic features capture differences in punctuation use between authors. Studies have shown differences in punctuation usage between men and women, and syntactic features are able to encapsulate these stylistic differences [1] . Word-based features and functional features are slightly more complex to extract, but provide information useful in distinguishing between genders [1] . Word-based features provide statistical measurements including Simpson's D, Yule's K, and vocabulary richness. Formulas for several of these features are given in appendix A of [1] . Function words are those words which express connections between words in a sentence or indicate a speaker's mood. Due to stylistic differences between the writing of men and women, these words are able to capture differences between the genders. The function words used in this study are similar to those used in [1] .
The second group of features extracted from each email in the Enron dataset was a set of word counts. To compile these word count features, we first parsed through each sent email in the dataset to find the number of times every word appearing in this set of emails was used. Then, we eliminated any words used less than 50 times and did not consider these words as features for our dataset. This procedure resulted in a master list of 3925 words to be used as features. Each email was then parsed again, and a feature vector was generated from each email consisting of counts for every word in the feature set.
Methods
Mistake Driven Online Learner
This algorithm is an example of a Mistake Driven Online Learning Neural Network that first generates a learning rule then updates this learning rule if a mistake occurs in classification [17] . In other words, a Mistake-Driven Online Learner creates a model w 0 , generally represented as a matrix, then classifies individual instances and updates w 0 if the classification is incorrect. All learning and classification is done in an online fashion as new instances come in. As each instance arrives, the learner will make a prediction using a predefined neural network function, then compare the prediction with the actual class of the instance. If the prediction is incorrect, the algorithm will update its model and then wait for more instances. The pseudo-code for this type of neural network is found below.
Pseudo-Code for the Basic Mistake-Driven Online Learner.
(1 i. Prediction was correct.
Balanced Winnow Neural Network
The Balanced Winnow Neural Network is an example of a Mistake-Driven Online Learner. The Balanced Winnow algorithm defines three parameters used for classification and updating the weight models. The α parameter is used to promote the model through multiplication and is set such that α > 1 so that the values in the model will be increased. Similarly, β is the demotion parameter set 0 < β < 1 and will always decrease the values stored by the model. These parameters are most critical to the operation of the Modified Balanced Winnow, as they are chosen to control the rate at which the model learns. Appropriate values in the ranges given above are dependent on the data, and a trial and error approach often facilitates effective discovery. The third and final parameter for the Balanced Winnow algorithm is the threshold, θ th which is responsible for biasing the prediction. The bias is subtracted from the difference between the inner products of the instance and the models to help the models better fit the data. These three parameters are necessitated by the Balanced Winnow algorithm's departure from the general Mistake-Driven Online Learner by introducing two models that combine to form w i . Because the Balanced Winnow has both a positive and a negative model u i and v i , which need to change at different rates, two weight parameters α and β must be used to increase the effectiveness of the accurate model while decreasing the influence of the mistaken model. In this way, the Balanced Winnow is able to create two effective models that can easily determine the correct class of the instance [18, 19] . Two important features of the Balanced Winnow algorithm are its scoring function and its update rule. Let (x t , w i ) denote the inner product between the current instance 
Modified Balanced Winnow Neural Network
The Modified Balanced Winnow algorithm modifies the Balanced Winnow to improve the learning process. Although the Modified Balanced Winnow algorithm is similar to the Balanced Winnow, two important additions are included [17] . First, a margin M is created such that a prediction generated by the Modified Balanced Winnow is a mistake if the true class multiplied by the score function is less than or equal to M. This ensures that updates only occur when the prediction is absolutely correct. The second addition is the modified Model Update function. Instead of just multiplying the current models by either α or β, the model is also multiplied by the incoming instance. This change is seen below. 
Modified
. The pseudo-code for the entire Modified Balanced Winnow is seen below. As each instance comes in, the Modified Balanced Winnow Algorithm adds a bias to each feature and normalizes the instance. The score function is then calculated then multiplied by the true class of the instance. If this is less than or equal to the M parameter, then the prediction is considered to be wrong. If the prediction is wrong, the updateModels2 function is called and the models are updated. This process continues as new instances arrive. 
Results and Discussion
Setup and Results
Using the features collected from the Enron email dataset, we attempted to differentiate the gender of email authors using the Modified Balanced Winnow algorithm. Since the Modified Balanced Winnow runs relatively quickly, we decided to tune the parameters α and β using the full dataset. To automate this process, we wrote a threaded tuning program capable of running several hundred experiments simultaneously. Because α is the promotion parameter of the Modified Balanced Winnow algorithm, we first roughly scanned through some acceptable values ranging from 1 to 2. We found that a promotion rate of 1.5 is beneficial as it gives the current instance sufficient influence over the model. Then for the second and third tuning tests we fixed α at 1.5 and varied the β rate for both the word count and the stylometric feature sets. This approach allows us to see how a particular parameter will affect the gender classification. The results from these tests are displayed in Tables 3 and 4 . As can be seen from Tables 3 and 4, the Modified Balanced Winnow performed better with word based features than with stylometric features. In the best case for the word based data (α = 1.5 and β = 0.7) we see that our accuracy is above 95% with 96% precision. These very high results are surprising given the one-pass nature of the Modified Balanced Winnow Neural Network, but show the network's potential for fast and accurate performance. Similarly, the stylometric features also exhibited up to 88% accuracy and precision when the parameters were tuned optimally. Our results can be further supported by data analysis.
Discussion
Using two different feature sets, our Modified Balanced Winnow algorithm was able to accurately differentiate between emails written by male and female Enron employees. This method shows an improvement in accuracy over previous studies using stylometric features by several percentage points, and shows the effectiveness of the Modified Balanced Winnow as a mistake-driven learner.
To further observe the improvements made algorithmically, we ran both the modified and the traditional Balanced Winnow on each feature set and computed the resulting performance metrics. The Modified Balanced Winnow algorithm shows improvement over the traditional Balanced Winnow when performing gender classification. In Table 5 , we display the best results achieved by the Balanced Winnow Neural Network which is roughly 56% accuracy for both the stylometric and wordbased features. It is interesting to note the fact that both feature representations performed equally well in comparison to the Modified Balanced Winnow Neural Network favoring the word-based feature representation. Also, the modifications made to the update rule of the Balanced Winnow algorithm allowed the Modified Balanced Winnow Neural Network to perform substantially better. Interestingly, a significant improvement in accuracy was observed with word count features over stylometric features. While there are various reasons that could be cited for this difference, we believe that this is primarily due to the large range of values exhibited by the stylometric features. Though the algorithm normalizes feature values, the significant differences between values nevertheless causes feature vectors to less clearly differentiate male and female authors. In contrast, the word-based features, while showing similarities between male and female writing, also more clearly demonstrate differences between gender word usage. This fact is illustrated in the histograms shown in Figure 1 . Each histogram displays the normalized value of each feature on the y-axis for each of the features for the given feature type (displayed on the x-axis). From these histograms, we can see that the word-based features more clearly show differences between male and female authors. This explains why greater accuracy was achieved using wordbased features.
Conclusions
Gender prediction through text classification has multiple uses in today's communication-driven world. To improve upon previous research, we applied a simple Neural Network to this type of classification. Data for this study was extracted from the Enron email dataset, provided by William Cohen of CMU. Users within the Enron corpus were then labeled according to gender, and emails from the users' sent mail folders were extracted and converted into stylometric and word-based feature sets.
Both the Modified Balanced Winnow and the traditional Balanced Winnow Algorithms were used to discriminate gender on the Enron dataset. The best results were achieved by the Modified Balanced Winnow, with a range of values for the α and β parameters being tested. When the best parameters were found, the stylometric features achieved 88% accuracy and the word based features achieved around 95% in comparison to approximately 56% accuracy for the traditional Balanced Winnow using both feature sets. To further understand our results, we generated four normalized frequency counts for the different features. We noticed that because the feature-space of the stylometric features was more diverse, the distribution was very similar. The word based features, however, displayed a clear difference between the two genders.
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